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ABSTRACT
Researchers typically evaluate and compare protocols on the
testbeds by running them one at a time. This methodology
ignores the variation in link qualities and wireless environment across these experiments. These variations can introduce significant noise in the results. Evaluating two protocols concurrently, however, suffers from inter-protocol interactions. These interactions can perturb performance even
under very light load, especially timing and timing sensitive
protocols. We argue that the benefits of running protocols
concurrently greatly outweigh the disadvantages. Protocols
rarely run in isolation in real networks, and so considering
such interactions is valuable. Although the wireless environment is still uncontrolled, concurrent evaluations make
comparisons fair and more statistically sound. Through experiments on two testbeds, we make the case for evaluating
and comparing low data-rate sensor network protocols by
running them concurrently.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Communication Networks]: General

General Terms
Experimentation, Performance, Measurement

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless testbeds provide an opportunity to test network
protocols under realistic wireless environment. Unlike simulations, testbed evaluations do not make simplifying assumptions about the wireless channel. Hence, we can expect the
performance of a protocol and its response to dynamics and
failures in the real-world deployment to reflect, to some extent, the observations in the testbed experiments.
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Due to the advantages over simulations, wireless testbed
evaluations are increasingly perceived as necessary for a serious evaluation of a practical protocol. Many wireless testbeds
are setup to support specific wireless research projects [7]
and some are even public access [24].
Unlike simulation, however, testbed results are rarely repeatable or reproducible. As real-world phenomena such as
human activity, humidity, and external interference all affect
the wireless channel, two identical experiments at different
times can observe significantly different results. Even backto-back experiments are not guaranteed to have run on the
same set of conditions.
Typically, experiments compare protocols by running each
one individually on a testbed. The hope is that performing
a large number of experiments and averaging the results will
factor out the impact of dynamics on protocol performance.
Still, there are several shortcomings to this approach. It requires a large number of experiments while we already face
limited availability of time on the testbeds. Most importantly, we are not able to perform a systematic comparison
of protocols under the same set of dynamics.
The basic challenge is that wireless protocols are often
evaluated in how well they use channel capacity (e.g., throughput). Sensor networks and low-power wireless networks,
however, usually operate well below channel capacity. The
lower workloads in such networks mean that protocols can
often run concurrently without significantly perturbing the
wireless channel. Despite this fundamental difference, lowpower wireless protocol research still typically follows the
well-established methodologies used for high performance
networks.
We propose a different approach: experiments should evaluate and compare multiple protocols by running them concurrently on the same testbed. This approach has two advantages. First, experiments will complete in shorter time
and allow us to perform more experiments. Unlike simulators that can be instantiated multiple times concurrently,
time-sharing is the only way to increase the number of experiments on the testbeds. Second, the protocols are subjected to the same dynamics during the experiment. This
property ensures that the protocols and parameters are compared fairly.
Despite these advantages, this methodology is rarely used
in wireless research. This lack of adoption is partly due to
our lack of understanding of the consequences of running
multiple protocols at the same time. For example, small
cross-interaction between the protocols could dramatically
change the protocol performance on wireless networks. To

the best of our knowledge, there have been no comparative
study of these two methodologies. How different are the
results between isolated and concurrent runs? What are the
pitfalls?
We study the two methodologies, serial experiments and
concurrent experiments, in wireless protocol evaluation. We
focus on protocols in low data-rate sensor networks. We
make these contributions:
• We show that, for certain protocols, running them concurrently on testbeds yields similar results as if they
were run serially.
• We present the cases where the results from serial and
concurrent experiments are different. We discuss possible reasons for this difference.
• We show that simultaneous execution of protocols provides a more systematic comparison of the protocols
than with sequential executions, especially during link
failures and adverse dynamics.
• We show that the concurrent methodology is also applicable to comparing the impact of different parameter values of a protocol on its performance.

degraded links for the same duration of time. This approach
is one of the best ways to compare the performance of protocols under network dynamics.
Although it is infeasible to run hundreds of protocols at
the same time, concurrent experiments are useful in wireless research. Typically, we compare a proposed protocol
or solution with 1-5 other protocols or settings. This level
of concurrency is achievable even on resource-constrained
wireless sensor networks. We run up to three protocols concurrently in our experiments and it is common for a sensor
network deployment to run a handful of protocols (collection, dissemination, time synchronization, etc.).
Although the required level of concurrency is achievable,
concurrent experiments are not widely used in wireless research. This lack of adoption is partly due to the lack of
systematic study of the effectiveness and pitfalls of this approach. This is also due to the inapplicability of this approach for certain types of experiments:
• Experiments that involve high data rates, with aggregate rate near or above channel capacity. If the
protocols compete with each other for bandwidth, the
experiments capture not only the performance of the
protocols on wireless network but also its interaction
with other protocols.

2. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGIES
In this section, we describe the two methodologies used
in network protocol (L3) experiments on wireless network
testbeds.

2.1

Serial Experiments

Serial experiments run protocols one at a time on the
testbeds. The researchers perform a large number of experiments to factor out the effects of network dynamics on
protocol performance across the experiments. This is the
most common experimental methodology used by the researchers.
In a recent study that compared a network protocol called
CTP [11] against a proposed Bursty Routing Extension [5]
to CTP, the authors performed a series of 30-minute experiments, running one protocol at a time on the Motelab testbed [24]. Another study comparing broadcast protocols ran two protocols one after another on a wireless
testbed [21]. We present these examples, not to single out
the methodologies used in these papers, but to illustrate the
norm in wireless testbed experiments.
The main advantage of this approach is that the protocol has precise control over the bandwidth used and packet
timing due to exclusive use of the radio. We can guarantee
that cross-interaction with other protocols did not change
the protocol performance. Two main drawbacks of this approach are requiring exclusive access to the testbed for long
period of time, and not being able to ensure that the protocol comparisons are performed on the same set of network
dynamics and channel quality. When the wireless environment changes, so does the experiment environment.

2.2

Concurrent Experiments

Concurrent experiments run multiple protocols simultaneously on each node of the wireless testbeds. All the protocols in a concurrent experiment are subjected to the same
wireless environment, with or without dynamics. If the link
qualities degrade, all the protocols must work with the same

• Synchronized bursts. If the protocol combinations generate synchronized bursts of control or data packets,
the performance will likely degrade despite the aggregate load is well below the channel capacity.
• Timing-sensitive experiments. The performance of some
protocols depend on timing of messages at a fine scale.
For example, protocol timeouts that are triggered by a
few extra milliseconds of delay due to pending packet
from a concurrently running protocol can alter protocol performance.
• Experiments that change certain link and physicallayer attributes. The notion of wireless neighborhood
and link qualities can be fundamentally altered when
one of the protocols in a concurrent experiment changes
link or physical layer parameters. Examples include
changes to the sleep interval of a link layer protocol [18], topology control by changing the transmit
power [13] or receiver gain, and changing the wireless
channel by a frequency-hopping protocol [23]. Such
changes can negatively impact the performance of concurrently running protocols.
We focus on the evaluation of low data rate network protocols on top of CSMA link layer. In concurrent experiments with such network layer protocols, we assume a coarse
grained multiplexing in the channel: the space between the
packets from the different protocols is typically much larger
than the channel coherence time.

3. EVALUATION
In this section, we describe our study of the serial and
concurrent approaches to wireless network experiments. We
first explain the experimental setup and then describe the
results.

3.1

Testbeds, Protocols, and Metrics

We perform our experiments on two wireless testbeds. Tutornet [4] has 54 TelosB [19] nodes on the 3rd floor of the
RTH building at USC. TelosB nodes have a 4 MHz MSP430
processor, 10 KB of RAM, come with CC2420 802.15.4compatible radio, and run TinyOS 2.x [16]. Thus, they are
ideal for low-power wireless experiments. Motelab [24] has
100 operational TelosB nodes across the three floors of an
Engineering building at Harvard. Motelab testbed has many
links that are intermittent and often presents a challenging
test for network protocols. We collect the statistics from
the experiments using the wired backchannel available on
these testbeds. We ran the experiments on 802.15.4 channel
26, except for one experiment in Section 3.6. Channel 26
does not overlap with the frequencies used by WiFi access
points in the building. We ran each experiment five times
and present the averages.
For our experiments, we pick two classes of best-effort
network protocols common in low power wireless sensor networks – collection and dissemination.
Collection protocols compute the shortest paths from all
the nodes in the network to a single or a small number of
destinations, also called roots, in the network. For example,
a network of wireless sensors can use a collection protocol
to report their readings to a central server. CTP [11] selects
paths with the minimum ETX [9] metric. MultihopLQI [2]
uses the LQI metric, which is a link quality indicator provided by the CC2420 radio [15], to find the best routes to
the root. The main metrics used to evaluate the collection
protocols are:
• Delivery ratio is the ratio of packets received at the
root to the packets sent by the nodes in the network.
High delivery ratio, close to 100%, is desirable.
• Delivery cost is the number of packet transmissions required per successfully delivered packet. Low delivery
cost is desirable.
• Path length is the average number of hops travelled by
the packets to the root.
• Churn is the number of times a node changes its next
hop.
Dissemination protocols, similar to multicast protocols,
are used to send the same information to all the nodes. For
example, a central server can use a dissemination protocol
to send a command to a network of wireless sensors to start
sampling. Drip [1] is a basic dissemination protocol. Compared to naive flooding, Drip achieves efficiency by avoiding
redundant transmissions if the same information has already
been received by the nodes in the neighborhood through different relay nodes. Compared to Drip, DIP [17] and DHV [8]
can scale to a large number of data item updates, however
perform worse than Drip on small number of data items or
updates. The main metrics used to evaluate dissemination
protocols are:
• Dissemination reliability is the ratio of updates received to the updates sent. Dissemination reliability
close to 100% is desirable.
• Dissemination cost is the number of transmissions for
each packet dissemination per node. This cost can be

less than 1 because one broadcast transmission can
deliver packets to multiple neighbors.

3.2

Serial Experiments

We ran the two collection protocols and the three dissemination protocols one at a time. These experiments establish
a baseline performance for each protocol. Later, we compare these results to the results obtained from concurrent
experiments.
In each collection experiment on Motelab and Tutornet,
all the nodes send one packet every 8s to the root. Packet
send times include jitter so that packets are not synchronized
across the network. In each dissemination experiment, one
node sends a new update to a key to the network every 30s.
Each collection and dissemination experiment runs for one
hour.
CTP and MultihopLQI achieved 99.9%+ packet delivery
on Tutornet. On Motelab, CTP achieved 96.3% packet delivery while MultihopLQI achieved 93.6% packet delivery.
Drip, DIP, and DHV achieved 99.9%, 99.3%, and 96.7%
dissemination delivery on Tutornet. They achieved 99.8%,
98.6%, and 86.5% dissemination delivery on Motelab. In the
next section, we compare these baseline performances with
the results from the concurrent experiments.

3.3

Concurrent Collection Experiments

For concurrent collection experiments, we ran CTP and
MultihopLQI on the nodes at the same time. Each node
generated two data packets every 8s, sent one using CTP,
and the other using MultihopLQI. A total of two packets
every 8s from each node is well below the channel capacity
on both the testbeds. We added jitter to the packet timing
to prevent synchronized bursts.
Table 1 presents the main results for the collection protocols. We found that delivery ratio achieved by MultihopLQI
and CTP when they are run concurrently remain within
1.08% of what each achieved individually, both on Tutornet and Motelab. The Cost, Path Length, and Cost/Path
Length (PL) metrics are different by up to 11% between serial and concurrent experiments. The Churn/node-hr metric
shows the biggest variation (up to 180%) between serial and
concurrent experiment.
These experiments show that different performance metrics change to different extent between serial and concurrent
experiments. We make two observations that offer a possible
explanation for this difference. First, protocols are designed
to optimize some aspect of the performance. Hence, even
with channel perturbation or cross-interaction in a concurrent experiment, the protocols still achieve what it achieved
in a serial experiment. For example, CTP is designed to
achieve high delivery ratio. It achieves high delivery ratio regardless of the other protocols running concurrently.
Hence, CTP’s performance measured through the delivery
ratio metric changes little between serial and concurrent experiments.
The second observation is, the large variation in performance across serial and concurrent experiments can be predicted by the large variation within serial experiments. Figure 1 shows that the variation in Delivery, Cost, and Path
Length metrics are small within serial experiments. Churn
shows larger variation within serial experiments. Hence, the
large discrepancy in Churn between serial and concurrent
experiments is due to the dynamic aspect of the protocol

Experiment

Testbed

Delivery

Cost

Path Length

Cost
Path Length

Churn
node-hr

LQI
LQI

LQI alone
CTP+LQI

Tutornet
Tutornet

99.91%
99.98%

2.12
2.23

1.82
1.80

1.16
1.24

5.42
5.48

CTP
CTP

CTP alone
CTP+LQI

Tutornet
Tutornet

100.00%
99.99%

2.22
2.03

2.14
1.93

1.04
1.05

0.28
0.10

LQI
LQI

LQI alone
CTP+LQI

Motelab
Motelab

93.60%
92.60%

4.80
5.30

3.21
3.40

1.49
1.56

9.76
10.52

CTP
CTP

CTP alone
CTP+LQI

Motelab
Motelab

96.35%
96.38%

7.03
7.29

3.47
3.81

2.03
1.92

5.85
4.64

Protocol

Table 1: Performance of CTP and MultihopLQI (LQI) in serial and concurrent experiments.
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Figure 1: Result of Serial and Concurrent collection experiments on Tutornet and Motelab. Cost, Path
Length, and Churn are normalized to the maximum value observed for that metric. Each bar shows the
observations from five runs. Compared to other metrics, Churn shows the highest variation across the
experiments.
(opportunistic parent selection by CTP, for example) measured by this metric rather than due to serial or parallel
experimentation.

3.4

Concurrent Dissemination Experiments

For concurrent dissemination experiments, we ran two sets
of experiments, first with Drip+DIP (Conc-2) and second
with Drip+DIP+DHV (Conc-3) combinations, both on Tutornet and Motelab. Each node generated a new update
every 30s and sent it to the network separately using each
dissemination protocol concurrently. The load generated by
these experiments is well below the channel capacity on the
testbeds.
Table 2 summarizes the results from our dissemination experiments. We found that the performance of Drip, when
we run it by itself, or with DIP, or with both DIP and DHV,
is similar. The difference in dissemination reliability across
the combinations and testbeds is within 0.23% and Update
Cost within 1.04%. The dissemination reliability achieved
by DIP and DHV is different by up to 13.45% between serial
and concurrent experiments across the testbeds. The Cost
per Update metric for DIP and DHV, however, changes significantly over the experiments. For example, DHV’s Cost
per Update increases by 39.97% when it is run concurrently
with Drip and DIP compared to its Cost per Update when
it is run alone on Tutornet.
Similar to the observation we made about collection protocols, the metrics that showed the most variance within serial
experiments also showed the biggest change between serial
and concurrent experiments. Figure 2 shows that Drip’s
dissemination reliability does not change across serial ex-

periments on Tutornet. As expected, we did not observe
any change in its reliability between serial and concurrent
experiments. On Motelab, DHV’s reliability showed the
largest variation compared to Drip and DIP. The difference
in DHV’s reliability between serial and concurrent experiment was also high (39.97%). These results suggest that
they are likely experimental variations (because the protocol
does not optimize these metrics) rather than consequences
of concurrent experiments.

3.5

Pathological Experiments

In Section 2.2, we discussed a few scenarios in which protocol experiments can cross-interact and are not appropriate
for concurrent experiments. We now explore two such scenarios.
On Tutornet, we ran CTP and MultihopLQI concurrently.
The application using CTP tried to send 2 packets every
second. The application using MultihopLQI tried to send
1 packet every 8 seconds. Due to the high load from the
CTP packets, MultihopLQI rarely finds a free channel to
transmit its packets. It drops many packets as the queues fill
up. MultihopLQI achieved a delivery ratio of 72% at a cost
of 8.26 packet transmissions for each packet delivery, about
4x the cost in serial experiments. This poor performance is
not due to the design flaws, but rather a result of interaction
with another protocol experiment. Thus, when planning and
performing concurrent experiments, we need to consider the
parameters and configurations of all the protocols.
In another experiment, we ran CTP and MultihopLQI
concurrently on Motelab. We removed the jitter in the
packet send time so that the two packets, one with CTP
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Figure 2: Result of Serial and Concurrent dissemination experiments, Conc-2 (Drip+DIP) and Conc-3
(Drip+DIP+DHV), on Tutornet and Motelab. Cost/node is normalized to the maximum value observed.
Each bar shows the observations from five runs. Cost/node shows higher variation than Reliability in serial
and concurrent experiments.

Protocol

Experiment

Reliability

Cost
Node

Delivery
Cost
Path Length
Cost
Path Length
Churn
node-hr

Tutornet Experiments
Drip alone
Drip+DIP
Drip+DIP+DHV

99.99%
100.00%
100.00%

0.21
0.21
0.22

DIP
DIP
DIP

DIP alone
Drip+DIP
Drip+DIP+DHV

99.31%
93.42%
93.00%

0.36
0.39
0.37

DHV
DHV

DHV alone
Drip+DIP+DHV

96.68%
88.90%

0.34
0.48

Motelab Experiments
Drip
Drip
Drip

Drip alone
Drip+DIP
Drip+DIP+DHV

99.82%
99.99%
100.00%

0.86
0.85
0.85

DIP
DIP
DIP

DIP alone
Drip+DIP
Drip+DIP+DHV

98.56%
89.27%
87.18%

1.41
1.63
1.52

DHV
DHV

DHV alone
Drip+DIP+DHV

86.52%
79.18%

1.89
2.38

Table 2: Performance of Drip, DIP, and DHV in
serial and concurrent experiments.
and one with MultihopLQI, were sent as close to each other
as possible, and from all the nodes in the testbed. Although
the aggregate load is below the channel capacity, this timing pattern creates a burst of packets in the network and
cause packet drops. Table 3 summarizes the results. Both
the protocols achieved lower delivery ratio and higher delivery cost than in serial experiments. When protocols tightly
control the timing of their packets, there is a possibility of
such packet synchronization across the protocols in a concurrent experiment. Such packet synchronization results in
bursts of packet and degraded performance, even though
those protocols would have achieved better performance in
serial experiments.

3.6

Network Dynamics

To use concurrent experiments to evaluate protocols under
the same dynamics, we perform two experiments.

MultihopLQI

95.3%
8.43
4.05
2.08

85.0%
6.45
3.39
1.90

6.50

2.63

Table 3: Performance of CTP and MultihopLQI on
Motelab with synchronized packets.
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Figure 3: Concurrent CTP and MultihopLQI under
controlled interference. Both protocols incur larger
number of retransmissions during the 6-minute period with interference.
First, we perform an experiment with controlled dynamics. We ran CTP and MultihopLQI concurrently on Tutornet, with each node sending 1 packet every 8s packets using
each protocol. During the 6-12 minute interval, we introduced unwanted interference by having four nodes transmit
back-to-back broadcast packets. CTP and MultihopLQI still
achieved near 100% delivery ratio during this period however
at a higher cost. Figure 3 shows the number of packet retransmissions for CTP and MultihopLQI. We can see much
larger number of retransmissions during this period. When
the interfering nodes are turned off, the number of retransmissions drop for both the protocols to the normal level.
During this experiment both the protocols were subjected
to the same dynamics and we were able to observe the performance and reaction of the two protocols.
In our next experiment, we ran CTP and MultihopLQI
concurrently on Tutornet for 12 hours on channel 16. Chan-
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Figure 4: Concurrent CTP and MultihopLQI under dynamics. During disruption (just before 9th
hr), CTP’s route repair mechanism reacts aggressively and recovers quickly, hence jump in beacons
and churn. MultihopLQI repairs the topology at the
normal discovery rate.
nel 16 overlaps with WiFi channel used in the building and
can experience disruptions when WiFi traffic volume is high.
Figure 4 shows the delivery ratio achieved by these two protocols, averaged every 15 minutes. Out of four regions with
delivery ratio less than 98% for MultihopLQI, CTP was affected during the third region, although to a lesser extent.
Furthermore, CTP recovered in half the time it took MultihopLQI to recover. The same figure also shows the churn
and control packets. CTP’s churn and control packets increase during this disruption as it tried sending packets on
alternative nexthop nodes to recover from the disruption
as soon as possible. MultihopLQI’s control overhead and
churn does not change much because it uses periodic beaconing and route discovery. This result contrasts the recovery
mechanisms used in CTP and MultihopLQI when they are
subjected to the identical network dynamics. Thus, with
concurrent experiments, we have the ability to study how
two protocols respond to the same dynamics.

3.7

1.5 ETX
(default)

2.5 ETX

Delivery
Cost
Path Length
Cost
Path Length

99.9%
2.13
1.81
1.18

99.9%
2.69
2.30
1.17

Table 4: Key results to study the impact of larger
route switch threshold on CTP’s performance.

MultihopLQI
CTP

0
Total Churn/node

2

Route switch
threshold

Protocol Parameters

Concurrent experiments can also be used to study the impact of different parameter values on protocol performance.
As a case study, we changed the path switching threshold in
CTP from ETX=1.5 to ETX=2.5. With the new threshold,
CTP chooses a new path only if its ETX is smaller than

the ETX of the current path by at least 2.5. This change
is expected to make CTP more stable. We concurrently ran
these two versions of CTP on Tutornet, each version of CTP
delivering 1 packet every 8s from each node in the network.
Table 4 summarizes the key results from this experiment.
Increasing the threshold from 1.5 ETX to 2.5 ETX increased
the packet delivery cost from 2.13 to 2.69 transmissions,
an increase of 26%. The remaining two metrics explain
why. The paths are longer with the larger threshold. CTP
will switch to the new path only if it is significantly (2.5
ETX) better and thereby not using marginally better (and
shorter) paths to achieve lower delivery cost. Interestingly,
the Cost/PL metric is similar with both the thresholds suggesting CTP continues to use high quality links that require
few retransmissions.
This approach of studying the protocol parameters gives
us the confidence that the parameter values for a protocol
are being evaluated on the same set of dynamics and hence
indicative of the true impact of the parameter and not the
dynamics in the network.

4. RELATED WORK
Wireless networks routinely run many protocols concurrently. For example, a Tenet [12] system runs collection, dissemination, and time synchronization protocols at the same
time. CSMA is a classic mechanism used by MAC protocols
to arbitrate concurrent communication. Work by Vaidya et
al. [22] and protocol isolation [14] propose mechanisms to
ensure fairness across the protocols in a wireless network.
Such mechanisms will make concurrent execution of protocols more common. Our work is more concerned with understanding the implications of running protocols concurrently
in a wireless network.
Within a node, the layered architecture of the network
stack allows multiple higher layer components to concurrently use the lower layer services. Multiple network protocols may run on top of the link layer and multiple transport
protocols may run on top of a network layer. As a specific
example, TinyOS 2.x [16] messaging API guarantees that
each packet sender has one slot in the link layer send queue,
regardless of the load presented by other packet senders.
We advocate parallelizing testbed experiments by running
multiple protocols concurrently leveraging the concurrency
already supported in such platforms.
In systems and networking research, Planetlab [10] is by
far the best known example of a shared testbed where many
experiments can run simultaneously. GENI [3] is another
networking experiment infrastructure that supports concurrent experiments through slicing. OpenRoads slices can al-

locate network resources to different concurrent wireless experiments [25]. Techniques such as spectrum slicing [6] and
wireless virtualization [20] enable other approaches to concurrent experiments. In this paper, we discuss the classes
of wireless experiments that can be parallelized on shared
testbeds and also explore the differences between serial and
parallel experiments in low-utilization sensor network protocols.

[9]

5. CONCLUSIONS
Protocol evaluations on wireless testbeds are typically done
using a series of experiments, one protocol or configuration
at a time. This approach can be significantly more time consuming than simulations. We showed that concurrent execution of network protocols is one possible way to increase
the number of experiments on these testbeds. Concurrent
execution also enables a fair and systematic comparison of
protocols under dynamic environment found on many wireless testbeds. However, there are many pitfalls to this approach. We articulated and studied some of these issues.
We hope this will provide hints for experiment design to the
researchers as they plan concurrent experiments on wireless
testbeds.

[10]
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